The non-linear flow modes, v 4,22 , v 5,32 and v 6,33 as a function of transverse momentum (p T ) have been measured for the first time in Pb-Pb collisions at √ s NN = 5.02 TeV for identified particles, i.e. charged pions, kaons and (anti-)protons. These observables probe the contribution of the second and third initial anisotropy coefficients to the higher order flow harmonics. Interestingly, all the characteristic features observed in previous p T -differential as well as p Tintegrated measurements (e.g. v 2 and v 3 ) for various particle species are present in these measurements, i.e. increase of magnitude with increasing centrality percentile, a mass ordering in the low p T region and a particle type grouping in the intermediate p T region. The results cover 0-1% (ultra-central collisions), 10-20% (mid-central collisions) and 40-50% (mid-peripheral collisions) centrality intervals and allow to test models that attempt to describe initial conditions and the mode-coupling of different harmonics.
Introduction
The goal of heavy-ion collision experiments is to study the properties of a state of matter that exists at extremely high temperatures and energy densities, namely, the quark-gluon plasma. One of the main observables to probe the properties of this state of matter is anisotropic flow. It arises from the initial spatial anisotropy caused by the geometry of the collision together with initial-state fluctuations of the participating nucleons in the collision. This initial spatial anisotropy transfers through the low viscous medium into the momentum anisotropy of the final state particles. As a result, anisotropic flow can probe the initial conditions, the equation of state and the transport properties of the medium, e.g. specific shear viscosity (η/s) and bulk viscosity (ζ/s). The magnitude of the anisotropic flow is quantified by the coefficients (v n ) of the Fourier expansion of the azimuthal distribution of particle production relative to the symmetry plane, according to [1] :
where ϕ is the azimuthal angle and Ψ n the n-th order symmetry plane angle. It has been shown multiple times that the lower order flow vectors, V 2 and V 3 , are linearly correlated with the same order initial spatial anisotropy (ε n ) [2] . However, higher harmonics (n > 3) have contributions from not only their corresponding spatial anisotropy, but also the lower order spatial anisotropies, ε 2 and/or ε 3 [3] . In fact one could decompose higher order flow vectors into linear and non-linear response. For instance the fourth, fifth and sixth order flow vectors can be written according to [3] :
where V L n and V NL n are the linear and non-linear flow vectors which are proven to be uncorrelated [4] . The magnitude of these flow vectors are denoted as v L n for the linear mode and v n,mk for the non-linear mode, where n stands for the order of the higher harmonic flow and m and k stand for the lower order anisotropic flow. Using a generic framework [5] updated with an implementation of the sub-event method the magnitude of v 4,22 , v 5,32 and v 6,33 can be extracted via [4] :
where v
n,mk is measured by selecting the particle of interest from subevent "A" ("B") and the reference particles from subevent "B" ("A"). The average of v A n,mk and v B n,mk quantifies the magnitude of the non-linear flow modes. In these proceedings, we present preliminary measurements of the magnitude of the non-linear flow terms for the fourth, fifth and the sixth flow harmonics of charged pions, kaons and (anti-)protons. The study of the p T -differential non-linear flow modes of identified particles could yield more information about the particle production mechanisms, such as quark coalescence, as well as the hadronic rescattering phase.
Analysis details
The analysis is done on the minimum-bias Pb-Pb data at √ s NN = 5.02 TeV collected by ALICE [9] in 2015. About 45 million events are analysed in total with 0.5 million events per 1% centrality bin. The minimum bias Pb-Pb events are triggered by the coincidence between the signals from both sides of the V0 detector. The track reconstruction is performed using the information from both the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and the Inner Tracking System (ITS). The momenta of charged particles are measured using both ITS and TPC with a pseudorapidity range of |η| < 0.9. The particle identification (PID) for pions (π ± ), kaons (K ± ) and (anti-)protons (p +p) in this analysis is based on a p T -dependent approach which combines the signals from the TPC and Time-Of-Flight (TOF) detectors. In this analysis, PID for charged pions maintains a minimum purity of 90% up to p T = 6 GeV/c, for charged kaons a minimum purity of 80% up to p T = 4 GeV/c and finally for (anti-)protons a minimum purity of 80% up to p T = 6 GeV/c.
The v n,mk measurements are performed using a two sub-event generic framework method where identified hadrons and reference charged particles are selected from two non-overlapping sub-events in pseudorapidity. Using multi-particle correlations reduces the non-flow contributions, i.e. correlations unrelated to the common symmetry plane. The residual non-flow effects have been investigated by requiring a larger η gap between the sub-events. In the ultra-central collisions where the evolution of the system is mainly driven by the initial state fluctuations, the magnitude of v 4,22 and v 5,32 remain zero for all particle species and p T values. The coefficient v 6,33 exhibits a non-zero magnitude which could be due to higher sensitivity to the initial state fluctuations. By increasing the centrality percentile, the magnitude of the p T -differential v 4,22 and v 5,32 rise steeply while the magnitude of v 6,33 exhibits a milder increase. Furthermore, a clear mass ordering can be seen in the low p T region (i.e. p T ≤ 2.5 GeV/c) at semi-central and mid-peripheral collisions for v 4,22 and v 5,32 , which arises from the interplay between the non-linear response of the system and radial flow. Radial flow creates a depletion in the particle spectra at lower p T values which leads to lower v n and in turn, lower v n,mk for heavier particles [6] . In the intermediate p T region (p T ≥ 2.5 GeV/c) of v 4,22 and v 5,32 , a particle type grouping can be seen for mesons (π ± and K ± ) and a clear separation of the baryons (p +p) is observed. In addition, the v n,mk values for baryons are larger than for mesons. A comparison is performed between the measured non-linear flow modes and two hydrodynamical calculations from [7] . Both of these calculations are based on iEBE-VISHNU, an event-by-event version of the VISHNU hybrid model coupling 2 + 1 dimensional viscous hydrodynamics (VISH2 + 1) to a hadronic cascade model (UrQMD). The first model uses AMPT initial conditions with constant values of specific shear viscosity (0.08, the lower limit conjectured by AdS/CFT) and bulk viscosity (ζ/s = 0), and the second model incorporates TRENTo [8] initial conditions with a temperature dependent specific shear and bulk viscosity. For simplicity in the rest of these proceedings, the first model is referred to as AMPT and the second model as TRENTo. 
Results and discussion

Summary
In these proceedings, the preliminary measurements of the p T -differential non-linear flow modes, v 4,22 , v 5,32 and v 6,33 have been shown for charged pions, kaons and (anti-)protons for 0-1%, 10-20% and 40-50% centrality intervals in Pb-Pb collisions at √ s NN = 5.02 TeV. The magnitude of all non-linear flow modes exhibit a centrality dependence. This centrality dependence is much larger for v 4,22 and v 5,32 which originates from the contribution of second order flow harmonic, as shown in Eq. 2, and reflects the dependence of v 2 on the anisotropy of the collision geometry. v 6,33 does not exhibit a considerable centrality dependence since it is mainly sensitive to the initial state fluctuations and less driven by the collision geometry. A clear mass ordering is seen in the low p T region (p T < 2.5 GeV/c) as well as a particle type grouping in the intermediate p T region (p T > 2.5 GeV/c) at both 10-20% and 40-50% centrality intervals. The comparison of two models based on the iEBE-VISHNU hybrid model, but with two different initial conditions (AMPT and TRENTo) and transport properties show that neither of the models are able to fully describe the measurements. The model using AMPT initial conditions (η/s = 0.08 and ζ/s = 0) exhibits a magnitude and shape closer to the measurements. As a result, in order to further constrain the values of transport properties and the initial conditions of the system, it is necessary to tune the input parameters of future hydrodynamic calculations attempting to describe these measurements.
